My dear Spencer

It was a great pleasure to me to see your handwriting. Sympathise with you in your trouble and anxiety, which are indeed very serious ones, and must very much interfere with your work.

I am afraid it will not be over for us at the beginning of financial troubles. We have good our land and treated the capable Irish as revenue, expending but in a private individual middle class.

We are madmen — now we shall suffer for it. To add to this there is the reckless expenditure of the last 20 years which raises amounts in Great Britain for our troubles. Your unwarranted troubles.
I have been very busy this week with various work and planning for the coming days. I have attended several meetings and have received important information...

[Handwritten text continues]
but these new correspondents have found it both sad and sweet. I am not sure if Nirvana. I also have written to Poth, but have not heard from him about it yet. Since the

Munqu and Gurqure subclones intramary—the fact that of two

Gurqure we is tabi' because it is a subspecies of the subclones.

I note that you say "I believe that every so-called fourclan tribe had the four divided into equal groups." Does this rather a large belief? They may believe in northern

Austria— but I do not know it the Kamilaroi. Warrapari have

advanced beyond this form. Remember the changes have been affected form

this original ethnic "and it will be

share of their new home of the"
Intermediate steps left us existence.

Heard from Sam putting on hell — our family. There had all kinds of nonsense in the way of another taking me off my mind — although I generally manage to have a couple of hours away.

Since my mother-in-law Emily Andrews died I have had the perfect at Darienkill. There my son Gilbert took the property in hand and was started daily. There had been constant and then was never going there to remedial painting. I do not expect the able to do anything while there but a
Carrie has been working on the novel this week and separately.

I have begun to rewrite my chapters in Section, in modern man and Baldwin and have completed a chapter in tribal form. If you wish to continue the novel, I will send fragments and revisions.

The other day I sent the enclosed letter for Mr. Austin. But I have simply gone through the paper. So far as I can judge after reading it, it seems correct but it does not go very far. I should much like to know what your opinion of the matter. Is the C. no. name Tallaige?

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]